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The description of plasmas as a dielectric media breaks down at scales where the notion

of averaged fields loses its meaning — this scale being typically the inter-particle distance.

Photons with a wavelength smaller than the plasma inter-particle distance are not dressed and

only interact with the electrons of the plasma through incoherent quantum processes such as

Compton scattering (dominant for low photon energy). A photon burst can exert a Compton

force (which has for classical analogy the classical radiation reaction force) on the electron of

the plasma and therefore drive plasma wakes [1].

We investigate this fundamental process for different photon frequencies, photon flux, and

plasma magnetization. The analytical findings are in very good agreement with the simulations

performed with our particle-in-cell codes OSIRIS coupled to a Compton scattering module [2].

Our results show that Langmuir and extraordinary modes are driven efficiently when the photon

energy density lies above a certain threshold. The interaction of photon bursts with magnetized

plasmas is of distinguished interest as the generated extraordinary modes can convert into pure

electromagnetic waves at the plasma/vacuum boundary. This could possibly be a mechanism

for the generation of radio waves in astrophysical scenarios in the presence of intense sources

of high energy photons.
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